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The principal architects Gaurav Kharkar & Vidhita Kharkar of Gaurav Kharkar

and associates has recently designed an office in South Mumbai named ‘The

Arched Office.’ The office is spread across 1850sqft and is on the second floor of

a seventy year old building. The architects shared with us their experience of

visiting the site for the first time in these words, “When we visited the site first

time, we got zapped seeing the property, 
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GEOMETRICAL ARCHES

Architects Gaurav Kharkar and Vidhita Kharkar have designed a commercial

office space ‘The Arched Office’ in a seventy year old property in South

Mumbai.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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DRAMA IN

HEXAGONS

M.B. Malewar designs is an architectural and interior design firm founded in

2005, dedicated to providing clients the best of functionality and aesthetics for

their projects. Founded by principal architects Suchita M. Malewar & Munish

Malewar, the firm majorly works with sustainable materials that are

aesthetically pleasing and budget friendly.

Their recent project is a law office of Advocate S.K. Mishra in Nagpur, India. The

team wanted to wield the tools of the lawyer’s trade — so to speak, but in a

modern and yet traditional way. The 3300 sq.ft office is an interesting spatial

idiom of design expression. This project is a playful blend of modern and

traditional architecture.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

DRAMA IN HEXAGONS

Architects Suchita & Munish Malewar gave a law office a playful blend of

modern and traditional architecture which is sophisticated and elegant.
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Tuko Pamoja in Kiswahili means 'We are Together' or 'We Are In This Together',

apt for these times, isn't it? 

Africa is the womb of the world. Its sounds are like the whispering rhythms

that flow from the unconscious world of the womb. Deeply enchanting, even

mystical, it tells ancient stories of the land, it's people, their arduous struggles,

their victories, the wildly beautiful savanna and it's glorious sunsets.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

Africa has a rich history of architectural traditions that reflect the tremendous

resilience of the topography and its people, we explore…
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